Cambian Wisbech School Report

Date: Autumn 1, 8th October 2021

Outcomes:
Artistic expression
Knowledge of Celtic
Heritage
Development of
confidence
Development of
communication skills
Dexterity in handling
tools
Practical and fine
motor skills
Self-assessment
Accurate
measurements
Creative Thinking
Cutting skills

At the beginning of the new school year, the children were given the opportunity to
get their creative juices flowing by designing their own front covers for their Art &
Design books. They used a range of artistic methods that they have learnt in previous
lessons to make their front covers stand out and are personalised to them.
The children have also been learning about Celtic Heritage. They have been
researching Celtic knots and their meanings. The two main Celtic knots they have
been looking at are the Triskele Knot and the Trinity knot. The students have been
noticing Celtic knots in the food that they eat (pretzels) jewellery and in the local
environment. The children have been working on their fine motor skills creating the
Celtic knots using string and glue before getting stuck into their final piece using
practical skills in order to create a 3D Celtic Shield. These are looking fantastic and
they should be very pleased with their achievements.
For the Art activity in the afternoon the children have been making a variety of
different crafts. One they have really enjoyed is the ‘Pebble Painting’. After some
discussion, the children, decided it would be lovely to paint positive messages onto
the pebbles and place them in our local community. We hope that whoever may find

Triskele Knot

them, it brings them some happiness and a smile. 😊
Quotes:

Trinity Knot

“Look at my Pretzel!
it’s like a Celtic
Knot!” LC

They found Celtic gold in
Snettisham, that’s where
we go for forest school!
MH

Everyone has a personal best

